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What is Visualization?
What types of research are happening based on single research contributions?

We analyzed 1039 IEEE VisWeek/VIS papers from 2004–2013. These papers contained 2629 author-assigned keywords that we coded into 156 topics.
From this data we contribute a co-word analysis graph of topics that are frequently mentioned together on papers and keyvis.org, a web-based
search tool that makes the keyword metadata available to everyone.
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This graph shows which keyword
topics appeared frequently together
on papers. The graph was created by
calculating a topic-topic correlation
matrix.

analysis process

The graph shows only topics with
correlation strength ≥ 0.11. We chose
a link threshold based on visual inspection of the resulting graph to generate a manageable and readable
layout. Isolated nodes were removed
from the image.
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Circle areas correspond to number of
occurrences of the keyword in the dataset, link width corresponds to correlation strength, and color distinguishes clusters of topics that often occurred together as a group.
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Online Keyword Exploration Tool
Visitors of http://keyvis.org/ can search all 2629 unique author-assigned keywords in our dataset, find out which keywords co-occurred how frequently, which manual topic clusters they belong to, and the actual research
papers they
appear on.
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